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 1000 vaches

1000 COWS
A farmer lives happily with his 3 cows. One day, a man in 
a suit comes to his farm. He finds the farmer’s milk so 
delicious that he suggests that he should produce even 
more. It seems like a good idea and he adds 3 more cows, 
then 4 more, then 7 more... And so on. Soon enough, the 
poor farmer is utterly overwhelmed. His 3 original cows end 
up running away. As he chases after them, he realizes that 
more is not always a good thing!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 3 languages:  
simplified Chinese, Turkish, Polish

9782371650190 | 2017 | 32 pages | 23x23 cm | 13.00 €

 Youpizootie

ANIMAL 
OOPIZOOTICS
Today, Mr. B’s class is going to the zoo. So, what do the 
children know about the animals? Well, the gorilla wants 
to play hide-and-seek, the lemurs dream of pie fights, and 
the big cats would kill it at jazz playing. And what about the 
penguins? They wish they could ride a roller coaster. They 
told the children themselves, so there’s no doubt about it!

9782371650497 | 2020 | 32 pages | 23x23 cm | 14.00 €

Children's Books

Martin McKenna

A quirky exploration  
of zoos and a clever allusion  
to animal's place in  
our society.

Children's Books

Adèle Tariel
Julie de Terssac

1 cow, 2 cows, 3 cows:  
no problem. But 1000 cows? 
What a nightmare!
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 Michel et Edouard

BARRY  
& MELVIN
2 fat sparrows named Barry and Melvin live in a supermar-
ket, where they stuff themselves all day long. Life is so easy 
there! But one day, a migratory bird gets lost and ends up in 
their supermarket. He tells them about the wonders of the 
outside world. Although they initially make fun of him, once 
he leaves, they decide to go after him. Along the way, they 
realize that they don’t want to give up the sun, wind, or open 
skies. After much debate, they choose freedom and nature.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: Arabic, simplified Chinese

9782371650206 | 2017 | 32 pages | 23x23 cm | 13.00 €

 Bertille et Brindille

BERTIE  
& TWIG
Bertie is looking for Twig, her kitten. Did he take the bus? 
Did he go to the theater? Or maybe he was hungry and 
went to the market? Meanwhile, Twig is also looking for 
his friend Bertie. She probably went for a walk in the 
city. Did she go to the bakery to buy some sweet treats? 

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: simplified Chinese, Korean

9782371650435 | 2019 | 24 pages | 22x22 cm | 13.00 €

Children's Books

Adèle Tariel
Jérôme Peyrat

Bertille needs  
help finding her silly cat.

Children's Books

Myriam Picard
Jérôme Peyrat

Imagine living  
in a supermarket.  
Wouldn't that be wonderful?
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 Carnivore

CARNIVORE
When a cricket notices that insects keep disappearing one 
by one, he decides to investigate. Throughout his adventure, 
he meets many different insects and finally discovers that 
the carnivorous plant living in the terrarium is the guilty 
party! Having solved the mystery, he leads his remaining 
comrades to freedom.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in simplified Chinese

9782371650282 | 2018 | 32 pages | 29,7x21 cm | 14.00 €

 Un amour de dino

DINO LOVE
When Mrs. Dino asks Mr. Dino how much he loves her, he 
replies that he loves her higher than a diplodocus, bigger 
than a triceratops, and the list goes on, because there are 
so many ways to say, "I love you."

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Korean

9782371650275 | 2018 | 24 pages | 16x16 cm | 9.00 €

Children's Books

Baptiste Puaud

A story for toddlers about  
the million ways to say,  
"I love you."

Children's Books

Adèle Tariel
Jérôme Peyrat

A crime fiction to introduce 
children to insects.
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 Ti poulpe a les idées bien encrées

INKREDIBLE 
OCTOPUS
Thanks to his mom, Little Octopus learns to walk, swim, 
and most of all, to spew ink! But he will soon discover that 
ink can have other purposes in addition to chasing away 
enemies... which is not always to his friends’ liking!

9782371650374 | 2018 | 52 pages | 26x17 cm | 12.00 €

 Malvina

MALVINA
Malvina is a very imaginative little girl. She’s constantly 
inventing incredible machines to assist or entertain her in 
her daily life. Her mother, on the other hand, spends most 
of her time worrying about every little thing. Malvina wishes 
that all of her mother’s worries would magically fly away. 
Drawing on all of her creativity, the young girl decides to 
invent a machine that will appease her mother’s worries. 
But things don’t go quite as planned...

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 3 languages: Portuguese, Spanish, Catalan

9782371650046 | 2015 | 36 pages | 24x34 cm | 14.00 €

Children's Books

André Neves

Malvina could invent a time 
machine if she wanted.  
But the robot she is trying 
to build is a lot more 
ambitious than that.

Children's Books

Laurent Cardon

While learning to swim,  
little octopus gets all tangled 
up in his own tentacles  
and everyone laughs at him. 
They’d better watch out!
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 Mirette : La taupe qui voulait voir  
plus loin que le bout de son nez

MIRETTE
THE MOLE WHO WANTED  
TO SEE FURTHER THAN THE END  
OF HER NOSE
Mirette is a little mole who wants to discover the world and 
find her own little hole to call home. So she sets out to travel 
the tunnels with a cheesecake in her backpack, a dessert 
that all moles love. Throughout her journey, she meets all 
kinds of animals with very strange lifestyles. While enjoying 
a meal with 3 new friends, Mirette has a genius idea: if 
sharing good food brings people together, why not open 
a restaurant? An adorable story about self-discovery that 
offers an amusing look at our modern lives.

9782371650350 | 2018 | 40 pages | 24x24 cm | 13.00 €

 Le pays des souris

MOUSELAND
Once upon a time, some mice lived in a country called 
Mouseland. Their society was a lot like ours and they even 
voted. Strangely enough, though, they happened to vote 
massively for... cats. Big, fat cats. Until one day, a mouse 
had an earthshaking new idea. A funny parable for unders-
tanding our society.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 6 languages:  
Korean, traditional Chinese, Polish, Spanish, Swedish

9782371650466 | 2020 | 32 pages | 23x23 cm | 14.00 €

Children's Books

Alice Méricourt
Ma Sanjin

The mice of Mouseland 
are ruled by black cats. 
Unsatisfied, they start to 
protest and decide to elect… 
white cats instead.

Children's Books

Delphine Tartine
Olivier Rublon

A cute story about finding 
one's own way in life.
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 Mon papa est une sardine

MY DADDY  
IS A FISH
On the first day of school, a little boy is confused to hear 
the other kids ask about his father: he’s never had one. 
"My daddy went back to the sea, ‘cause he’s a fish," he 
announces proudly, yet slightly embarrassed. He tries hard 
to convince everyone (and mostly himself) that this is true! 
But when they call him a liar, he goes to the sea, hoping to 
find his father. Instead, he meets a man who could become 
his father.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Slovak

9782371650183 | 2017 | 32 pages | 23x23 cm | 13.00 €

 Ma nounou est une girafe

MY NANNY 
IS A GIRAFFE
Arsène’s new nanny is quite impressive with her huge legs 
and long neck. Having a giraffe as a friend is so much fun; 
when you climb on top of her head, you see the world from 
a different perspective. But little by little, Arsène notices 
signs appearing on the doors of shops and parks: "No long-
necked animals allowed.” Arsène refuses to let things slide 
and decides to take action.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Korean

9782371650091 | 2016 | 32 pages | 23x23 cm | 13.00 €

Children's Books

Perrine Joe
Anne-Soline Sintès

What a surprise:  
Arsène's new nanny  
is a giraffe!

Children's Books

Céline Claire
Violaine Costa

What if I found my father  
in a can of sardines?  
A child's quest for his father.
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 Père Fouettard et Saint Nicolas

PÈRE 
FOUETTARD & 
SAINT NICHOLAS
Every year, Saint Nicholas visits the good kids and gives 
them lots of candy, but who has to brush their teeth 
afterward to keep them from getting cavities? Père Fouet-
tard! This is his real story.

9782371650541 | 2020 | 36 pages | 23x23 cm | 14.00 €

 Radegonde et la Grand'goule

RADEGONDE 
AND THE 
DRAGON
In a quiet town nestled on a riverbank, people fear the heavy 
rains that foretell the coming of a terrible dragon. When one 
day the beast emerges from its dark lair in the depths of 
the earth and attacks the town, enough is enough! Young 
Radegonde, a brave and inventive girl, decides to deliver 
the town from this plague. She comes up with a plan to get 
rid of the monster once and for all. But when the reader 
turns the book around, it’s the dragon’s turn to give her 
side of the story.

9782371650077 | 2015 | 40 pages | 23x23 cm | 13.00 €

Children's Books

Naïma
Anne Mahler

A terrible dragon  
is terrorizing the city.  
Or is it the other way around?

Children's Books

Violaine Costa

Have you ever heard  
of the mean Père Fouettard? 
Forget what you think you 
know and let him tell you  
his story.
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 Rick pou et les poux migrateurs

RICK  
THE LOUSE AND 
THE MIGRATORY 
LICE
Bored with life at home, a young louse named Rick sets out 
to travel the world. Hopping from head to head, he meets 
many lice, each odder than the last: lazy lice and workaholic 
lice, angry lice and hungry lice... But they don’t get along 
very well, until Rick teaches them how to coexist. Together, 
they set out on a whirlwind of danger and unexpected 
adventures.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Danish

9782371650244 | 2017 | 56 pages | 25x35 cm | 16.00 €

 Dans ma montagne

SHEPHERD  
AND WOLF
A wolf and a shepherd live on the same mountain. Although 
they’re enemies by nature, they both experience the same 
fears and joys. Maybe there’s room for both of them in 
the end? With sensitivity and restraint, this book touches 
upon the sometimes all-too-intense debate surrounding 
reintroducing wolves into Europe.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 7 languages: simplified Chinese,  
traditional Chinese, English, Korean, Japanese…

FIND OUT MORE
> "Incorruptibles" Book Prize 2019-2020

9782371650152 | 2017 | 32 pages | 23x23 cm | 13.00 €

Children's Books

François Aubineau
Jérôme Peyrat

The wolf and the shepherd 
are enemies. But are they  
so different after all?

Children's Books

Laurent Cardon

Rick the louse dreams  
of traveling the world.  
So he jumps onto someone's 
head and off he goes!
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 Cargo

THE CARGO  
SHIP
A seagull flies above the cargo ship. He spots the Captain, 
who looks so small from the sky that he almost doesn’t 
recognize him. Tonight, the bird will follow the ship, fighting 
the wind and waves. Above all, the seagull mustn’t lose 
sight of the Captain. He will fly between the darkness of 
the sky and the sea, watching over the Captain until he 
returns safely to port.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: Korean,  
English - North America

9782371650343 | 2018 | 32 pages | 21x29 cm | 13.00 €

 Le dragon qui crachait n'importe quoi

THE DRAGON 
WHO BREATHED 
ANYTHING  
BUT FIRE
Bernard is a strong and brave dragon. He’s so formidable 
that all of the soldiers from the surrounding area are com-
peting to defeat him. But one day, the most unbelievable 
thing happens: he can’t breathe fire anymore. He breathes 
all sorts of things, except for beautiful, scorching flames: a 
vase, an electric guitar, a boomerang, a basketball… How 
will he defend himself against knights in shining armor? 
How will he roast his marshmallows? And more impor-
tantly, what’s going on? Did someone cast a spell on him? 
Did he eat something that was past its expiration date?

9782371650121 | 2016 | 36 pages | 23x23 cm | 13.00 €

Children's Books

Sylvain Zorzin
Brice Follet

Bernard is such a formidable 
dragon that all of the princes 
and soldiers are competing  
to defeat him.

Children's Books

Adèle Tariel
Jérôme Peyrat

The cargo ship may be  
huge, but it's tiny compared  
to the big wide ocean.
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 Les Bizarres

THE FREAKS
In the kitchen I hear "Zaaam" and in the bathroom I hear 
"Plooop" and in the cellar I hear "Quack." Who is making 
these strange sounds?! Each page unveils a new room and 
a new strange creature: 15 surprising Freaks. They hide in 
the house and play with their favorite objects, turning the 
house into a fantastic playground.

9782371650169 | 2016 | 36 pages | 21x29 cm | 13.00 €

 Le monstre du miroir

THE MONSTER 
IN THE MIRROR
When she looks in the mirror, Louise sees only flaws, a 
real monster! And yet, her little brother sees her as a hero 
and Dad says that she’s a real clown. She is the comfiest 
bed ever for her cat Slipper and a great adventurer in the 
eyes of her friend Anaïs. Yes, Louise is all of these things, 
and much more!

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages:  Korean, traditional Chinese

9782371650312 | 32 pages | 23x23 cm | 13.00 €

Children's Books

Anne Mahler

A gentle reminder  
of what really matters:  
the love that is given to us 
and, most of all, self-esteem.

Children's Books

Delphine tartine
Olivier Rublon

I hear noises in my house...
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 S'unir c'est s'accepter :  
Une histoire de poules

THE POWER  
OF ACCEPTANCE
BIRDS OF ALL FEATHERS  
PARADE TOGETHER
Everyone is astonished when Marinette, a black hen, 
confesses that she would like to have red feathers. Why 
would she want that? For Firmin, there is nothing to 
discuss: black hens are black, white hens are white, red 
hens are red, that’s the way things are. This debate gives 
Noémie an idea: why not organize a big carnival parade 
during which everyone can dress however they want and 
express their true selves?

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 2 languages: Polish, Italian

9782371650640 | 2020 | 44 pages | 25x35 cm | 16.00 €

 S'unir c'est se mélanger :  
Une histoire de poules

THE POWER  
OF DIVERSITY
BIRDS OF ALL FEATHERS  
FLOCK TOGETHER
One morning in the chicken coop, panic reigns. Marcel, 
the white rooster, is missing. The fox is to blame, no doubt 
about it. The black, red, and white chickens decide to raise 
an army and wage war against the predator. But getting 
organized is much more complicated than they expected... 
Who should lead? How should they form ranks?

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 10 languages: simplified Chinese, traditional 
Chinese, Italian, Arabic, Korean…

FIND OUT MORE
> 24,000 copies sold in France 
> "Incorruptibles" Book Prize 2017-2018 
   Cultura Best Picture Book Prize 2016 
   Feu Follet Prize 2017

9782371650114 | 2016 | 52 pages | 25x35 cm | 16.00 €

Children's Books

Laurent Cardon

A smart and funny parable 
about power, democracy,  
and the individual's place  
in society.

Children's Books

Laurent Cardon

Enough is enough, Marinette 
wants to become a red hen. 
But how will the chicken  
coop react?
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 S'unir c'est se relayer :  
Une histoire de poules

THE POWER 
OF WORKING 
TOGETHER
BIRDS OF ALL FEATHERS  
BROOD TOGETHER
Sitting on eggs is essential to keeping future little chicks 
warm. But it’s a bit boring, and it’s a lot of pressure. Can the 
hens take breaks? Why not make the roosters participate?

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 7 languages: Catalan, simplified Chinese, 
Korean, Spanish, Turkish...

9782371650411 | 2019 | 42 pages | 25x35 cm | 16.00 €

 Ours ours ours

TWO BEARS
"Once upon a time, there was one, no... two bears on an 
ice floe, no... in a forest..." Will the narrator be able to tell 
his story? Brown Bear and White Bear are determined to 
reclaim their destiny.

9782371650527 | 2021 | 32 pages | 21x29 cm | 14.00 €

Children's Books

Camille Tisserand

To be a polar bear on  
a white page isn't exactly  
a walk in the park.

Children's Books

Laurent Cardon

A hilarious tale about eggs, 
parenting, and gender 
equality.
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 Vodou

VOODOO
Far from scary clichés, this book explores the history of 
this culture without borders, its rituals, and its fascinating 
pantheon with strong and fiery yet very "human" divinities 
and spirits. From the history of slavery to contemporary 
dances, from Africa to Louisiana, from Shango the Warrior 
to Oshun the Goddess of Love, this vividly illustrated album 
invites children (and older readers) to play, dream, wonder, 
think, and grow.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Swedish

9782371650459 | 2019 | 32 pages | 25x25 cm | 14.00 €

 Vodou : coloriages

VOODOO 
COLORING BOOK
What if Shango’s tunic was blue instead of red? What if 
the scales of the snake Dan were all of the colors of the 
rainbow? What if the zombies had purple skin? It’s up to 
the children to decide!

9782371650480 | 2019 | 28 pages | 25x25 cm | 9.00 €

Children's Books

Camille Tisserand

A stunning coloring book  
with touches of pantone blue.

Children's Books

Camille Tisserand

The one and only non-fiction 
picture book for children 
about voodoo culture.
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 Loupiote

WOLF-CHILD
On a cold winter night, a she-wolf saves an abandoned 
baby and returns her to humans. 5 years later, the wolf 
becomes a mother and can’t stop thinking about the little 
girl. When she discovers that the child is being mistreated, 
she rescues her again.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Swedish

9782371650336 | 2018 | 32 pages | 21x29 cm | 13.00 €

Children's Books

Catherine Latteux
Camille Tisserand

A tender story about 
abandonment and adoption, 
featuring incredible lace-like 
drawings.
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